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REO 4000 Provides Unmatched Combination of Speed, Flexibility, Reliability and Affordability

SAN DIEGO, Apr 14, 2004 /PRNewswire-FirstCall via COMTEX/ -- Overland Storage, Inc. (Nadsaq: OVRL), the leading provider of backup and
recovery solutions, today introduced REO(TM) 4000, its next-generation, high-performance disk-based backup and recovery appliance. Unlike other
disk-based products, the REO 4000 is specifically designed to optimize both backup and recovery, resulting in near-instantaneous restores and
significantly shorter backup windows. The cost-effective REO 4000 offers an array of features and options that ensure easy integration into existing
data protection environments. As a result, REO 4000 delivers an industry-leading combination of backup and recovery performance, flexibility,
reliability and affordability.

"REO 4000 is a key component of Overland's strategy to deliver powerful, affordable data protection solutions that ensure business continuity," said
Christopher Calisi, president and chief executive officer, Overland Storage. "As data continues to proliferate, new regulations require companies to
maintain, manage and recover critical data for extended periods of time. Consequently, today's IT departments are under mounting pressure to protect
increasing amounts of data while minimizing impact on the bottom line. By providing reliable, affordable, high-speed backup and recovery, REO 4000
helps customers achieve their data protection goals."

The REO 4000 is a preconfigured, easy-to-install appliance incorporating high-capacity serial ATA disks, specialized software, both iSCSI and Fibre
Channel connectivity, and RAID 5 capabilities. With data transfer rates of up to 300 GB per hour, REO significantly reduces the time it takes to backup
and recover, and performs up to 300 percent faster than many other disk-based products. In addition, the REO 4000 is capable of operating as either
disk or virtual tape, enabling it to easily integrate into existing backup and recovery processes.

An ideal disk-to-disk solution, the REO 4000 provides users with improved real-time disaster recovery and the ability to optimize the role tape plays in
their backup strategy. According to a recent Taneja Group survey, 76 percent of storage managers indicated that they will utilize both tape and disk in
the next year. When integrated with tape automation, such as Overland's NEO(R) Series of tape libraries, the REO allows users to achieve the instant
data recovery of disk and long-term archival benefits of tape, for a complete disk-to-disk-to-tape solution.

"The REO 4000's unique combination of speed, flexibility and features enables it to meet our customers' ever-changing data protection requirements,"
said Robert Scroop, vice president and general manager, Storage Resource Business Unit, Overland Storage. "By significantly improving data
recovery times, reducing backup windows, and protecting existing technology investments, the REO 4000 delivers cost-effective, reliable data
protection."

"In a recent survey of U.S. IT managers, IDC found that 60 percent are, or soon plan to be, leveraging disk-based backup systems to reduce backup
windows and speed application recovery," said Richard Villars, vice president of storage systems, IDC. "Solutions like Overland's REO 4000 that
provide end users with a reliable and secure data protection process for both Fibre Channel or iSCSI storage environments will play a major role in
enhancing companies' data protection and business continuity plans."

About the REO 4000

Building on the proven REO platform, the REO 4000 offers an array of features that improve performance, reliability and flexibility.

* Block-level data transfer increases performance, providing significantly faster backups and restores versus file-level transfer technologies.

* 2 Gb Fibre Channel and 1 Gb iSCSI interfaces offer flexible connectivity for any existing storage environment. Both are included in the Fibre Channel
configuration.

* Tape emulation allows data to be managed in LTO-2 tape format for easier integration with current backup software.

* Disk virtualization allows users to customize the size of the storage targets needed for their backup, up to 16 LUNs.

* RAID data protection capabilities enable IT administrators to configure the REO 4000 with RAID if desired, for an additional level of data protection.

* Supports universal operating systems and third-party software, including Solaris, Windows, Netware, Linux, Veritas NetBackup and Backup Exec,
CA BrightStor ArcServe, Bakbone NetVault, Legato Networker and more.

* Increased reliability and data availability with managed hot swappable disk drives, dual power supplies and cooling, dual processors and dual
controllers.

"As is typical, Overland has listened to end user needs and designed a high-performance yet flexible storage appliance for disk-based backup and
recovery that leverages current backup infrastructure," said Alan Dorrian, principal, Integrated Data, an Overland value-added reseller. "Overland is a
trusted industry leader with more than 20 years in delivering simple, affordable, complete solutions that address the entire data storage picture."

Pricing and Availability

The Overland REO 4000 disk-based backup and recovery appliance is now available through select Overland partners. The MSRP for the iSCSI
configuration is $13,500. The MSRP for the Fibre Channel configuration, which includes both iSCSI and Fibre Channel connectivity, is $17,500. For



more information, please visit www.overlandstorage.com.

About Overland Storage

For more than 20 years, Overland Storage has delivered world-class data protection solutions designed to ensure business continuity. Focused on
backup and recovery, Overland's data protection solutions are designed for midrange-computer environments. These include NEO SERIES, the
award-winning automated storage libraries that set the standard for intelligent, automated and scalable storage, and REO, the disk-based backup and
recovery acceleration appliance. Overland sells its products worldwide through leading OEMs, commercial distributors, storage integrators and
value-added resellers. For more information, visit Overland's website at www.overlandstorage.com.

Except for the factual statements made herein, the information contained in this news release consists of forward-looking statements that involve risks,
uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict. Words and expressions reflecting optimism and satisfaction with current prospects, as well
as words such as "believe," "intends," "expects," "plans," "anticipates" and variations thereof, identify forward-looking statements, but their absence
does not mean that a statement is not forward looking. Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of performance and the company's actual
results could differ materially from those contained in such statements. Factors that could cause or contribute to such differences include technology
spending levels, unexpected shortages of critical components, rescheduling or cancellation of customer orders, loss of a major customer, the timing
and market acceptance of new product introductions by the company, its competitors or its licensees, including the launch of the company's new REO
and NEO 8000 products, the timing and amount of licensing royalties, general competition and price pressures in the marketplace, the company's
ability to control costs and expenses and economic conditions. Reference is also made to other factors set forth in the company's filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission, including the "Risk Factors," "Management's Discussion and Analysis" and other sections of the company's
Form 10-K for the most recently completed fiscal year. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this release and the company
undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements to reflect new information, events or circumstances after the date of this
release.
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